A Call for the "Fool Killer."

From the Boston Post.

Had the "fool killer" strayed into either Wall street or State street most any time the past week, he would not have complained of lack of opportunity to ply his vocation. He would have found these great centers of finance, the markets which make corporate values for a continent, thoroughly hypnotized by the most senseless scare, and a war scare at that, experienced in the last quarter of a century. Take it right here in Boston. Had a Spanish battle-ship, anchored below Boston Light, trained its guns on the Stock Exchange Building, there would have been no more excitement and no more hurried, frenzied throwing over of valuable securities than there was on Saturday, when the "yellow kid" canard was wired from New York to the effect that the Montgomery had blown up. Patriotism cannot be expected in either Wall street or State street, but good, sound, commonsense, at least, ought to abide there. Hence, after the display of last week, would seem to arise the necessity for a frequent calling in of the "fool killer."